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Session on June 1 
Xingting Yan presented his work on coupling the NTVTOK code with NIMROD.  NTVTOK 
solves a bounce-averaged drift-kinetic equation (DKE) to determine the neoclassical toroidal 
viscosity that results with non-axisymmetric magnetic perturbations.  In the coupled 
computations, the magnetic perturbation is taken from NIMROD.  An updated version of the 
coupling includes full toroidal geometry and bounce-drift resonance effects, which are expected 
to be important in shaped cross-sections.  Yan has obtained steady-state profiles, and the rotation 
frequency passes through zero within the plasma, which is also observed in KSTAR 
measurements.  He is investigating the cause of this effect. 
Yawei Hou is investigating the transition of fishbone oscillations to beta-induced Alfven 
eigenmodes (BAEs) in EAST and HL-2A using NIMROD’s kinetic-MHD model.  These modes 
could lead to enhanced loss of alpha particles in burning plasma, reducing performance and 
causing damage to plasma-facing components.  Hou reviewed the model and previous 
benchmarks on fishbone and TAEs, including his own work for the latter.  He has developed a 
new energetic-particle/MHD eigenvalue code, AWAKE, and he is comparing results from it with 
those from NIMROD.  In EAST profiles, he is able to demonstrate transitions from fishbone to 
BAE to TAE with increasing q(0). 
Haolong Li is conducting simulations of vertical displacement events (VDEs) in EAST using the 
meshed external-vacuum branch of NIMROD.  He is starting with profiles from a specific 
discharge (71230) and has arranged external coils to have either a lower single-null divertor or 
an upper single-null divertor.  The direction of the VDE follows the location of the divertor, and 
computations that model 3D instability exhibit faster evolution than those that are axisymmetric. 

Ping Zhu presented his theoretical and computational work on RMP response with flow.  He 
briefly reviewed Hahm-Kulsrud linear theory and Fitzpatrick nonlinear theory and described 
work that he and W.-L. Huang did to extend the theory to time-dependent flow.  He noted that 
previous nonlinear work assumed a no-slip condition between plasma flow and magnetic islands.  
Huang and Zhu extended this nonlinear theory to allow a time-dependent phase relation between 
the island and the flow, hence slipping.  Zhu showed results from circular cross-section 
computations from NIMROD and from a Newcomb-equation code that demonstrate slipping in 
the low Lundquist number regime. 

Rui Han is using Finn’s basic resistive wall mode (RWM) problem to cross-check the nimdevel 
and nimuw implementations of the resistive wall.  The domain is a long periodic cylinder, and 
the analytical setup has uniform safety factor (q) and uniform particle density over the plasma 
region.  Han reviewed Finn’s analytical result and Becerra’s modification for slightly 
nonuniform-q.  In the computations, the density profile is a hyperbolic tangent, and ideal-wall 
growth rates are more sensitive to the location of the density-value transition than they are to 
other parameters.  Han covered resistive-wall results for the two different implementations, 
separately, but both agree well with the analytical results.  He has also developed a toroidal 
version of the circular cross-section equilibrium and finds that toroidal effects increase the 
growth rate. 
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Urvashi Gupta presented her work on pinch relaxation for cases with temperature and density 
evolution.  She noted that most previous studies for reversed-field pinches (RFPs) do not include 
temperature and density evolution, despite the fact that with centrally peaked pressure, curvature 
is bad across the profile, so resistive modes are always unstable.  To avoid numerical difficulties 
that were encountered with applied voltage on profiles starting from purely axial field, Gupta has 
developed 1d pinch profiles for NIMROD’s “eq” fields that are steady states for force-balance, 
resistive diffusion, and particle and thermal transport.  These profiles have uniform safety factor 
and are violently unstable to interchange.  Gupta has used large viscosity to get computations 
through the violent interchange phase to where they exhibit tearing-mode activity. 
Alexei Pankin is performing NIMROD simulations of edge harmonic oscillation (EHO) in quasi-
helical (QH) DIII-D discharges, and he is developing synthetic diagnostics for validating the 
modeling.  He first noted that without equilibrium flow, the fitted profiles are unstable to edge 
ballooning (high-n dominated spectra).  Equilibrium flow reduces all growth rates, and modes 
with n<4 are completely stabilized.  Because the experimentally fitted profiles represent 
turbulence-relaxed states, Pankin is using OMFIT to modify the equilibria to enhance the edge 
pressure gradient.  He is also scaling the poloidal and toroidal flows and finds that unlike other 
harmonics, n=2 is stabilized by toroidal flow but destabilized by poloidal flow.  With the 
pressure gradient enhanced by 1.4, the resulting nonlinear state is laminar; with it enhanced by 2, 
it is turbulent.  Relative to experimental results, the factor of 1.4 leads to too little relaxation of 
density and temperature profiles, but the factor of 2 relaxes slightly past the experimental 
profiles.  In order to compare with beam emission spectroscopy (BES), Pankin is developing the 
MaGnostics code, which can take input from NIMROD, M3D-C1, and CGYRO.  He described 
its BES synthetic diagnostic and is combining cross-power information with rotation profiles to 
explain observed frequency peaks. 

Jacob King gave an update on his developments for modeling tokamak edge dynamics.  He 
reviewed the ion orbit loss (IOL) effect and Shaing’s model for its effect on particle density.  He 
finds that orbit-squeezing from radial electric field does not suppress IOL and a momentum 
source from neutrals is needed; thus, he is now applying Taheri’s dynamic neutral modeling.  
King also described developments for multi-species modeling, which is presently in a separate 
branch.  He noted that a number of input parameters are now arrays and has created Python 
utilities to auto-generate code and validate input.  King is also collecting all preprocessing under 
NIMEQ, eliminating FGNIMEQ as a separate option and incorporating 1D profiles into NIMEQ.  
He is replacing wave initializations with Python symbolic programming.  Finally, King discussed 
alternative, relaxation-based sources and long-range planning for NIMROD software 
sustainability. 
Joseph Jepson presented his benchmarking of the Chapman-Enskog-like (CEL) drift kinetic 
module on steady-state ion flow in toroidal geometry.  He first described the difference between 
CEL and conventional δf methods and noted that for testing, CEL is being applied without 
coupling to fluid evolution equations.  He presented different methods of solving this simplified 
CEL system, including one based on Brendan Lyon’s work with DK4D.  Another way is based 
on the approach of Jesus Ramos, which separates drive terms, leaving results that can be 
superposed.  Jepson has computed results at two levels of collisionality and at large and small 
aspect ratio.  The level of agreement from the different approaches and in different conditions is 
on the order of 10%.  The equations differ, somewhat with the different approaches, and Jepson 
is checking this and other possible reasons for the discrepancies among their results. 
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Session on June 4 
Hankyu Lee presented an update on his implementation of general-moment evolution equations 
for closure computations.  These relations will provide heat-flux density, viscous stress, heating, 
and friction terms for the fluid-moment equations.  He reviewed how Braginskii closure would 
be described with the general-moment approach, and he presented the general-moment form of 
drift-kinetic equations (DKEs) for parallel moments.  In his implementation, Lee has the moment 
evolution temporally centered with density, temperature, and magnetic field.  He showed 
verification information for heat flux in slab geometry.  He is now testing the implementation on 
a large aspect-ratio tokamak configuration and showed closure results for the Braginskii-level of 
truncation.  Some noise appears near the magnetic axis and near the wall.  The noise is more 
pronounced when using the drift-kinetic modeling for parallel closures, and he is investigating 
how to improve the numerical implementation. 

Tyler Markham presented his work on incorporating a relativistic DKE using NIMROD’s 
continuum phase-space kinetics.  The full model uses Cary/Brizard drift velocity with a 
relativistic collision operator, synchrotron radiation, and avalanche sourcing for runaway 
electrons (REs).  Markham is presently using a simplified model that can be benchmarked with 
results from the NORSE code.  He is focusing on the collision operator, which uses Sandquist’s 
3-term approximation for relativistic relative motion in the Beliaev-Budker collision operator.  
At present, he considers the background distribution to be fixed and non-relativistic.  The test-
particle species is given an initial relativistic distribution (Maxwell-Jüttner), and there is a 
parallel electric field.  Markham’s computational results show the parallel momentum of flow-
shifted relativistic distributions changing over time while losing perpendicular energy through 
the synchrotron radiation. 
Alex Sainterme described his development work on incorporating a reduced fluid-like model of 
runaway electrons as a computationally less-demanding representation for disruption current-
quench dynamics.  The present effort started from contributions by Ge Wang.  The RE 
population is modeled as a delta-function in phase space, so that fluid moment equations are 
easily closed.  A source term is the Connor implementation of the Dreicer effect.  As in 
implementations by other groups, parallel speed is a large number, representing relativistic 
propagation, and the RE effects couple through Ohm’s law and the plasma momentum-density 
equation.  Sainterme noted that additional ion current density terms appear if the density of 
runaway electrons is not small relative to the total electron density.  For testing the 
implementation of the nonlinear source term, he solves the logistic equation that represents non-
propagating evolution.  The time-scale for evolution is very sensitive to the E||/EDreicer ratio.  
Sainterme showed that results from the NIMROD implementation match the analytically 
expected results and sensitivity well. 

Valerie Izzo presented simulations and experimental results on shell pellets in DIII-D.  They 
have a low-Z shell to avoid radiating while traveling to the tokamak core, where they deliver a 
payload to induce an inside-out thermal quench (TQ).  This avoids localized heat fluxes but 
leaves open other questions, such as RE dissipation.  Experimental X-ray emission shows 
payload release in the core of a discharge.  Izzo’s simulation results explain the pre-payload 
cooling as dilution cooling from ablation of the shell, which does not affect plasma pressure.  
The pellet is modeled as a propagating source of shell material, followed by payload material, 
with prescribed rates and a prescribed radius of transition.  She compared simulation results that 
deposit different amounts of shell material and that transition at different radii.  With the 
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experimental level of shell-material loss, outer flux surfaces become stochastic before the 
payload is released.  Optimal behavior of preserving outer flux surfaces is achieved if pellets 
would deliver only 25% of the experimental shell material and break open at r/a=0.2.  Her results 
also show a multi-stage TQ and how the payload affects the plasma-current spike, where a 
toroidal shell of reversed current is initially induced by the internal relaxation and then decays.  
Here, MHD activity is excited by the reversed-current shell, and RE loss is greatest during this 
activity. 
Omar Lopez is simulating disruption in the Compact Toroidal Hybrid experiment at Auburn, 
which can be run as either a pure stellarator, or as a stellarator/tokamak hybrid with varying 
fractions of plasma-current-induced rotational transform.  Experimentally, it is found that 
external transform can stabilize hybrid discharges, even with edge-q below 2.  In experiments 
that do disrupt, MHD activity is a combination of m=3, n=2 and m=4, n=3 dynamics.  Lopez is 
modeling low edge-q discharges, starting from V3FIT reconstructions, where the profiles are not 
symmetric.  He uses volumetric current sourcing to maintain these states.  Low-n activity 
dominates the spectrum, and nonlinear coupling is sensitive to the externally applied transform.  
Like the experiment, the simulations show dominant (3,2) and (4,3) activity. 

Simon Woodruff summarized research and development activity by Compact Fusion Systems 
(CFS), a relatively new offshoot of Woodruff Scientific, Inc.  CFS is developing a liner 
compression concept, originally devised by Peter Turchi and now funded by ARPA-E.  The 
concept’s origins date to the LINUS program at NRL and will involve relatively slow 
compression of an FRC configuration.  Modeling work is being performed with CORSICA, 
Cygnus (from D. Barnes), and NIMROD.  Woodruff is adapting FRC-specific boundary 
conditions in NIMROD that were developed by Richard Milroy.  The concept uses liquid metal 
to provide compression, and this is being modeled by sourcing high-density conducting fluid to 
squeeze the FRC.  An important consideration is open-field boundary conditions at the ends of 
the cylindrical chamber, because rotation has a strong influence on FRC n=2 stability. 

Torrin Bechtel discussed recent results on his investigation of stellarator equilibria that are 
driven by volumetric heating.  He is using the poloidal l=2, toroidal Np=10 configuration to 
consider profiles with rotational transform near unity.  Previous results show the expected 
degradation of outer flux surfaces with increasing beta, hence increasing Shafranov shift.  
Bechtel has been checking numerical resolution and other parameters.  He showed that while 
moderate-beta results are insensitive to a number of parameters, they are sensitive to a factor of 
100 increase or decrease in the divergence-error diffusivity.  With increased poloidal resolution 
(number of elements or polynomial degree), the rise in beta from heating initially occurs more 
rapidly, then streamer-like transport transpires, lowering beta below the lower-resolution result.  
Bechtel is exploring sensitivity to viscosity and thermal-conductivity to see if nearby states in 
parameter space avoid this activity. 
Carl Sovinec presented work on development toward a stellarator-specific version of NIMROD.  
To make the numerical representation more efficient for stellarator applications, the geometry 
and equilibrium fields are will have Fourier expansions over a generalized toroidal angle.  
Sovinec discussed how the geometric changes are being incorporated and the impact on the 
structure of integrand-routine programming.  In particular, a larger fraction of the mathematical 
operations need to be performed on the mesh over the generalized toroidal angle.  So far, 
anisotropic thermal conduction with a simple heat source and fixed anisotropy (relative to the 
gradient of a fixed magnetic potential) has been implemented.  Results from a cylindrical l=2, 
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Np=2 configuration with X-points within the domain demonstrate the potential benefits of the 
new representation.  With an element mapping that twists to match the problem symmetry, the 
temperature-profile is fully represented by one toroidal harmonic (n=0).  Also shaping the cross 
section into an ellipse to approximately follow flux surfaces further improves accuracy.  Next 
steps include 1) deciding on a representation for the evolving magnetic field and 2) using VMEC 
output to preprocess toroidal computations. 

Shiyong Zeng is investigating massive gas injection (MGI) for tokamak disruption mitigation 
and whether the commonly observed (2,1) activity and internal cold-bubble formation are 
related.  He summarized the sequence of events that occur in MGI simulations and showed the 
correspondence of m=3 and m=2 island formation with the arrival of impurity gas at the 
respective rational surfaces.  Zeng showed that the impurity tends to rotate with the magnetic 
island, and the island may impede or slow further penetration of the impurity.  He has also 
investigated the formation of current sheets as the impurity approaches a rational surface, and the 
current sheets tend to excite tearing activity.  A second, inner (2,1) structure tends to form, and 
the cold bubble seems to be associated with interaction with this inner (2,1).  Later, (1,1) activity 
develops as the impurity finally penetrates toward the magnetic axis, and the (1,1) activity 
contributes to the final TQ. 


